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improved reading through writing
cheryl L champeau de lopez
universidad simonsimo bolivar

throughout the history of language
teaching and certainly at the present time
there has been a great deal of variety in
focus and underlying psychological and
linguistic principles and methodology
nevertheless most teachers and methods
have one thing in common they
recognize four distinct language skills and
present each in a particular way and order

in the years I1 have been teaching a
significantly different idea has become
more and more clear to me the four skills
are not or should not be separate and
distinct each of the skills can be used to
help fulfill the objectives of a course
basically focused on the development of
one of these skills because of the
intrinsic interrelation of the four skills
each can and should be used to reinforce
the others

for some time now my colleagues and
I1 have been introducing the spoken
language into the reading classroom
through the oral analysis and discussion of
the texts as well as specially prepared
laboratory programs which include films
slide projections and tapes related to the
reading texts all of these oral activities
are carried out in english with as little
recourse as possible to the native
language the emphasis in these activities
is on communication in english and
encouraging students to think in english
rather than translating back and forth from
the native language errors in grammar
and pronunciation are therefore not always
corrected if they do not interfere with the

communication of the idea the increase
in motivation and favorable attitudes from
the students alone have convinced us of
the effectiveness of this method

however the lack of time the size of
the classes and our teaching load have
prevented most of us from integrating
writing into our classes to any great
extent I1 have attempted to remedy this
situation over the past few months

integrating writing into the
reading class

when I1 speak of writing in an advanced
reading class I1 am not referring to fill in
the blank or complete the sentence type of
exercises I1 am not even referring to the
lists of so called comprehension
questions so common in textbooks
which simply call for identifying and
copying specific details from the text
after all who really cares how many

oranges mrs smith bought at the
supermarket these types of exercises
tend to focus on individual words and
scattered ideas rather than on the
integration of these ideas into a whole I1

have found the most effective exercises to
be those which require the student to
process and restructure the information
infer ideas interpret concepts predict
conclude or imagine the more involved
the reader is with the text the better his
comprehension and retention become

the following are some examples of
writing exercises which can be used with
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any reading text at the different stages of
reading

I1 before reading
1 looking only at the title write five

questions you think will be answered
in the text

2 write a description of a table graph
or picture accompanying the text

11II while reading
1 write a one sentence summary of each

paragraph
2 draw a table graph or outline and

fill in the main ideas and supporting
details from the text

HI1111 after reading
1 try to write the answers to the ques-

tions you wrote before reading the
text remember the text may not
have answered all of your questions

2 write the main idea of the text in one
sentence

3 write the purpose of the author why
did the author write this text what is
the author trying to do

4 write one new thing you learned from
this text

5 looking only at the outline you
wrote while reading write a one para-
graph summary of the text

6 write your conclusions after reading
this text

7 write your opinion of the text do
you agree with the ideas put forward
why or why not

8 after reading this text what new
questions occur to you that you would
like to find answers to

9 if the text is an extract rather than a
complete article how do you think it
continues

if you find your students seem to be
suffering from writers block you might
begin by using george jacobs technique
of quickwritingquickwriting write the general topic
of the reading text on the blackboard and
tell students to start writing and continue
until you tell them to stop they are to
concentrate on content and not worry
about form if they cannot think of
anything to write they should repeat the
last word or phrase or just write I1 cant
think of anything to write again and
again until they think of something
jacobs says this technique helps writers
develop new ideas and encourages them to
think in the target language

why write to improve reading

there are a number of good reasons for
incorporating writing into a reading class

1 to monitor comprehension and recall

As all teachers know the best way to
find out if a person really understands
something is to have him explain it to
another writing this explanation
encourages the person to organize his
thoughts and present them in a structured
logical format sandra stotsky in her
review of research dealing with the
readingwritingreading relationshipwriting reported that
almost all of the studies in which writing
activities were used specifically to
improve reading comprehension and recall
found significant gains

2 to clarify ideas and facilitate analysis

As the writer transforms the ideas
presented in the text into his own words
and format an outline graph table chart
etc the relationship between these ideas
becomes evident it also becomes much
easier to identify any ambiguities errors
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or omissions present in the original text
As jeannette veatch states in key words
to reading 1979 writing by its very
nature is an analytical skill or ability
therefore the sooner a child can write
independently the sooner he can read
independently

3 to emphasize certain rhetorical
concepts basic to reading comprehension

students given practice in writing topic
sentences concluding statements
definitions steps in a process hypotheses
vs facts etc are much more likely to be
able to identify them later in a reading
text

4 to increase vocabulary

As students write they will ask or look
for words since it is well known that
meaningful ideas are best remembered it
follows that students will more easily
remember words they ask for

5 to encourage creativity

ever since goodmans famous descrip-
tion of reading as a psycholinguistic
guessing game we have become more
and more aware of the need for creativity
in efficient reading since this involves a
certain amount of risk taking encouraging
students to try to predict ideas and recreate
texts through private writing exercises
rather than oral statements made in front
of the whole class may produce better
results

6 to provide time for reflection

A foreign language reading class in
which the text analysis is being carried out
orally in the foreign language means that
an enormous amount of concentration is
needed on the part of the students to
process the oral language and relate it to

the written text there comes a time when
everyone especially the slower students
simply needs a break A short individual
writing exercise is excellent for this it
gives students time to think quietly and
organize their ideas I1 have also found that
slower students who rarely volunteer in
oral discussions will ask me to check what
they have written then are the first to
want to read their exercises aloud to the
class being able to read what they have
written gives them the self confidence they
need

A final very important point

these writing exercises should not be
graded many of them will not even be
corrected by the teacher if any credit is
given for them it should be on the basis
of ideas logic completeness and not on
form some of them may be shared with
other students in groups or the teacher
may walk around the room to get a general
idea of common mistakes to point out to
the class sometimes students may
volunteer to read their ideas or write them
on the board but they should not feel the
pressure of grades on their written work
they should feel free to put their ideas
down on paper and then share them or not
as they wish since the basic premise
underlying this type of exercise is that the
writing process itself will improve reading
comprehension the objective of this
course is reading comprehension not
writing writing is used as a means to
reach that goal
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